
Focus Question

What is the issue that needs to have shared agreement:?

5 minute focused conversation to understand the context of the question

What do we need potential partners know / be aware about

DEC as we build DEC Alliances ?
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Karie's Group:  Write your top _____ (#) ideas
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Maintain Stickie size - you'll thank me later
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Irina's Group :  Write your top _____ (#) ideas
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Understand

the severity in

your

community

What impact

does drug use

have on

children?

How many

kids can we

help

How we

can help

community

support

Consensus Works

Brainstorm

On your own scratch paper write down ideas that answer our focus question.  Try to come up with 10 ideas

5 minute  - Silent individual brainstorming

Small Group Work

From your list select ______(#) to share with others in your small group.

5 minute  - Each take a turn to share their best highlighted ideas

15 minute  - Complete the process by typing those ideas onto stickies in your small group area (see instructions there)

Come to consensus which ______(#) ideas will be shared with the large group

Large Group Work

From your list select ______(#) to share with others in your small group.

5 minute  - Each take a turn to share their best highlighted ideas
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Round 1

In this step

we go for

35-45 ideas

Each group

shares 1/3 of

their stickies

An additional

1/3 of stickies

that are

different

Different Ideas
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Clearest ideas
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Why are we

interested in

starting a DEC

in our

commuity

what

involvement

with DEC

looks like

Goals

data on drug

endangered

children in our

community

How DEC

fits into

existing

efforts

Data about

increased risk

DEC children

face

Share about

ACE's

How drugs are

effecting the

children in our

community

Why is their

involvement in

DEC important

and the

difference you

can make

The long term

impact on our

children

Community

Collective

Impact

Children
Impact

What Drug

Endangered

Children are

Current

member

groups and

their services

Who makes

up the team

How we

measure

success

Impact on the

community by

working

together

Drug use has a

negative impact

on our children's

future

How much

time is

required?

purpose of

the Alliance

stats and data

describing the

problem

What we

need them to

be involved?

The impact of

DEC to the

community

present and

future

Statistics for our

community ie;

drug related

arrests.

Understand

how this

impact them

identified

population

What existing

strengths are

there in your

community

regarding DEC?

Why does our

community

need DEC?

Statistics

What does

success look

like?

What's in it

for them

provide

examples

/stories

(narrative)

Who is in

charge?

What

resources

can they

provide

What does the

data surrounding

DEC look like in

our community?

What time

and

commitment

it will take

how long

does it take to

see positive

outcomes

Investment to

drug endangered

children in your

Community

What does the

data surrounding

DEC look like in

our community?

What is the

purpose of

the Alliance?

Who makes

up the team

and what is

their role?

The Positive

Impact of DEC

to our

Community

The impact of

drugs on the

children in our

community

Existing

Community

Strengths

Who are drug

endangered

children?

What do we need potential partners know / be aware about

DEC as we build DEC Alliances ?

                                Illustrated by these small group ideas...


